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Editorial.

Lotus Festival.

Apologies for the late newsletter this month,
main reason being holidays, but also waiting
for the Lotus Festival at Brands Hatch over
the Bank Holiday weekend.
I was away for the August clubnight, but I
understand that there was a good turn-out,
Forward the
to posting of some photos on
even deserving
line from Ian T, so thanks to him for those.
The Festival enjoyed mostly good weather
this year after a run of cold, wet editions, and
our club turn-out was very impressive on both
days, 13 cars on Saturday and 20 on Sunday.
The Historic Lotus Register did not have a
stand this year, so those members of ours
who have in the past based themselves there
joined us this year, which served to swell our
numbers even more. I noted that, once again,
Club Lotus was also not present, which
always strikes me as odd.

Saturday

I think everyone enjoyed the event, and the
opportunity to catch up with friends and
acquaintances, and there was some exciting
close racing to be seen too.
The Festival was followed on the Monday by
the Bexhill show. I wasn’t able to attend, but
Roger R did, so hopefully a full report from
him on that next month.
Crammed in on Sunday.
The first Sunday in September next week will
see the Autumn run to Howard & Jenny’s,
with food being supplied there by Stanny’s
Smokehouse BBQ, with thanks to Jon &
Michelle for their efforts in getting this
organised. It has been necessary to pre-order
the food, and the signs are that we will have a
good number out for that one too. Beyond
that, we have the Group trip to Brooklands on
the 25th September.
Finally, and not for the first time, my thanks to
Vaughn for yet another article for the
newsletter, again describing the tribulations of
Lotus ownership! My thanks too to Richard L,
who has sent an update on the Elan
restoration, but I’ll hold on to that until next
month. Headline is though, the body’s off.

Howard, looking particularly pleased with
Lotus ownership

Trouble at Mill – Part 2
In a previous NKLG Newsletter contribution (May 2016), I reported the anticipated cylinder head
gasket failure on my Elise. Bell and Colville flushed out the water system but as the sludge in the
water tank returned fairly quickly the culprit was indeed the failing head gasket.
Although they were fully booked up, they agreed to keep the Elise in their workshop whilst Diana and I
were on holiday and have it ready for our return. I felt it wise to have an oil change and replace all the
cam belts/tensioners etc at the same time, although the car has not covered many miles, it is some
five years since the cam belts were last changed.
Holiday over, Diana and I collected the car, I paid the invoice (Diana’s eyes were raised somewhat
when she saw the final cost) but matrimonial harmony has since been partly restored- yet more
expense!
The First major item on the invoice was the expected “Multi Layer Steel VVC Head Gasket Set” (£90)
followed by new cylinder head stretch bolts (£86) both plus Vat.
The web site www.ultimatemg.com/group2/engines/development history describes the construction
of this improved type gasket: The new gasket set consists of a steel gasket consisting of 5 layers. In
the centre is a steel shim with swaged on fire rings - which appears to
be very similar to the original gasket designs. This, like the original
gasket is encased by two steel layers - rather like a sandwich.
However, in contrast to the older gasket design, rather than using
bonded-on 'elastomeric' butyl rings to contain the coolant jacket and oil
drain spaces, the gasket has an additional two steel layers on either
side of the gasket with swaged / raised areas to provide the coolant/oil
void sealing (the gloss-black layer just visible in the image opposite).
These layers are there to help prevent any coolant leakage failures which, on the older gasket design, was frequently due to peel-away of
the butyl rings.
The other interesting feature of the new gasket set is the so-called
'sixth layer' or shim. The shim, as shown below), is inserted between
the MLS gasket and the cylinder head, black surface uppermost. The
shim is coated on both sides: on the upper side (the head-facing side)
with a dry sealant (it has the same black, glossy appearance to the
gasket face opposite) and the lower side is coated with an inert mattgrey treatment - and it is this side of the shim that comes into contact
with the
upper
surface
of the
MLS
gasket.
The shim appears to provide two main roles, it
prevents the fire rings on the gasket digging into
the cylinder head. When the head is torqued
down, the fire rings are crushed between the
liners and the cylinder head. The shim prevents
the ring from digging into the head, and enables
the 'ring to roll over the gasket layer in the
manner in which it was designed.
Secondly, and the potential advantage of this
system over the original gasket design, it acts as
a protective layer to the cylinder head, a layer that
comes into its own if the condition of the head is
less than perfect. Examples of this is where
thecylinder head has gone soft, or where the
casting has an imperfection close to the

combustion chamber; the shim will help prevent the liners hammering into the head although it has to be said that
when the head becomes as damaged the shim will merely delay failure, not prevent it or aid in sealing the fire
walls.

End of internet article.
My cylinder head was machined to ensure the head had not distorted followed by re assembly.
The only item on the invoice that I did not quite understand was for an “Oil Feed Rail/Ladder” and a
search of the internet explained that this is located in the sump just below the main crankshaft bearing
assembly and is in fact the base plate for the K series engine sandwich.
Again the same website above explained that an improved / stronger casting (part number
LCN000140L @ £75 plus VAT) should ALWAYS be fitted when the latest type steel head gasket was
used.
This improved assembly is cast in 356 rather than the original LM25 alloy but the article also suggests
it is some 20% heaver and has thicker diagonal webbing and appears to have been designed to holds
the head bolts more rigidly so trying to eliminate head shuffle (although the steel dowels in the head
helped this previously). The new stretch bolts screw into this unit and hence bring together the whole
engine sandwich.
The image below shows additional casting webbing and should be self-explanatory: -

Now all we need is some nice sunny days to drive it.
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